Abstract. Visual programmable dataflow systems are an effective way to build a large class of visualization applications from existing software modules. However, the appeal of dataflow systems is often decreased as their users have to get familiar with libraries containing hundreds of different modules. Classical documentation systems such as hypertext or example suites are not always effective, as they lack the context of the user's questions and problems. We present a new visual dataflow programming assistant that is simple to use, offers context-sensitive help derived from the user's own behavior, and smoothly integrates in the effective pointand-click visual programming metaphor. We illustrate our approach with real-life usage examples.
Introduction
A recurring problem for scientific computing and visualization practitioners is the need to easily build new experimental applications for 3D data processing and visualization, imaging, or feature extraction. In many cases users need to build an entire suite of applications, e.g. when experimenting with different combinations of algorithms to explore a given dataset. Writing a new program for every trial application is prohibitively expensive in terms of time and convenience, especially for non experts in programming. Visual programming dataflow systems are a well known solution to this problem. Application building is done in such systems by picking visual representations of code components (or modules) in a module browser GUI and connecting them interactively to form a dataflow network. Users with little programming expertise can thus quickly create a suite of applications by reusing existing algorithms and data structures in a simple, intuitive way.
Although praised, visual dataflow programming systems are often less easy to use in practice than expected. Such systems usually come with large libraries offering hundreds of different modules spanning application areas as diverse as imaging, 3D rendering, CFD visualizations, charting, and volume visualization. The expected effectiveness of visual dataflow programming is noticeably diminished by the difficulty to find the 'right' modules to build the desired application among this large set of available choices. This difficulty is increased by the fact that the provided module set can freely grow with user programmed modules.
Often users have had to rewrite existing modules simply since they were unable to locate them in the already existing large libraries. Schemes that address this documentation problem such as online manuals and help agents have proven to be of a limited use in case of a large number of modules and users with limited expertise.
We have addressed this problem by devising the SMARTLINK help agent.
SMARTLINK provides a new manner of assisting users visually in building dataflow applications by effectively exploiting their domain-specific knowledge and learning their preferences and interests. The concept presented here is a visual supplement to classical documentation browsers and can be used in a larger context than visual dataflow programming solely. We first discuss the limitations of the classical visual dataflow systems and of their help agents in Section 2. In section 3, we present the SMARTLINK concept. Section 4 extends the concept to object-oriented dataflow systems. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of the method and ideas for future development.
Background
The dataflow programming paradigm is widely used by many systems, whether visual environments such as AVS . Application construction in such systems is an iterative task of finding the right modules and assembling them by connecting their inputs and outputs to create the desired dataflow network. Whether visually programmable or not, such systems offer two main application building mechanisms. Firstly, a typing mechanism is provided for the modules' ports which enforces that only compatible ports can be connected. Objectoriented typed systems [6, 2, 8] take this a step further as 00 typing automates some of the module input-to-output data conversions. End users are thus partially relieved of the burden of converting data explicitly by inserting conversion modules, which simplifies the network construction. Secondly, online help and documentation tools assist users in finding out information about a given module, such as the types and meaning of its ports, its operational semantics, an example of use, and hyperlinks to related modules.
Most of the improvement related to dataflow systems since their advent more than ten years ago has concentrated on areas such as external code integration and multi-language support [4, 8] , object-oriented (00) architectures [2, 6, 7] , web-based integration and multiprocessing [4] , and providing more modules and user interaction tools. However, the basic problem of assisting users in building dataflow applications has not received much attention. In practice, this task is mostly approached by a combination of the following three methods:
-modify an existing 'sample' dataflow network -browse the online documentation to find out which module fits a given problem context -ask human assistance (e.g. a more experienced colleague)
